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Starting point
• various repositories for various kinds of digitized and digital-born 
content
 electronic theses – Theses repository on top of SIS
 lack of interoperability
 other documents (digitized or digital-born) – DigiTool
 expensive, licensing fees based on number of stored digital 
objects
 outdated
Starting point
• demand for change
 Pay own people, not for SW (or not as much)
 joining the community
 learning from existing solutions that are actually used
• 2014 / 2015 
 looking for new repository system
 „On what content should we focus from the beginning?“
Starting point
• Which system to use? DSpace!
• What to base the repository on? Electronic theses!
• 1st half of 2016
 installation / training / experiments
• 2nd half of 2016
 let‘s begin with actual work (it‘s about time)
Basic principles
• theses should be ingested to DSpace directly from Study Information 
System (SIS)
• no unnecessary user interaction
• ingested theses have to have a permanent identifier and URL
• Access to ingested theses from:
 OPAC
 Discovery system
Basic principles
• DSpace structure (communities, collections, etc.) should copy 
university structure
 → Faculties (community level)
 → document types (collection level)
 → items
• Emphasis on automation (large quantities of theses defended each 
year)
Workflow
• usage of existing one
• No direct transfer from SIS to DSpace
• easier and faster to implement than using database (reinventing the 
wheel?)
• Could be used to connect new repository to Aleph using existing 
methods
 Theses accessible from OPAC and discovery system

Workflow automation
• Theses should be processed at least once a day
• Ingestion via command line tools or DSpace API
• Automated ingestion process should use already existing resources if 
possible
• But how exactly? What do we need?
 metadata, files, ingestion method
Metadata
• DSpace uses Dublin Core format
• Two default metadata schemas
• Existing schemas can be extended, new schemas can be added
 Our case → storing metadata used for additional sidebar facets and 
search filters



Ingestion method
• Range of methods available
• Simple Archive Format package + command line import tool
• Simple way to check for errors in package structure and content -
helpful during automation tool development
Ingestion method
Automation Tool
• Python3 + PostgreSQL database
• Exported file from SIS → ‘batch’
• Checks for new batch every 15 minutes
 But there’s only one export per day by default
• Processing workflow

Current state of the Repository
• Available at https://dspace.cuni.cz
• Over 91k items
• Connected to National Repository of Grey Literature
 OAI-PMH protocol
• Listed in OpenDOAR
• Habilitation works submission workflow
 Cannot be done automatically (for now)
 Using DSpace User Submission Interface
• New feature: automatically generated citations

Short-term plans
• Shibboleth user authentication
• Horizon2020 – Open Access scientific publications
• Electronic books for students with special needs
• Content transfer from DigiTool repository
• Creation of a Central Digital Library for historical monographs, 
periodicals and maps
Long-term plans
• Central Access Point for digitized and digital-born content of the 
Charles University
 Current state analysis (underway) 
 → strategic plan for development of CAP and possible long-term 
preservation of the digitized and digital-born content
Conclusion
• 6 months from start to finish
 emphasis on automation
• Access to growing number of documents and document types
• Connection to national a international services
• Digital repository for digital-born content
 Theses were just the start
• There will be a dedicated digital library for digitized historical 
documents
• Integration under singular Central Access Point
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